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Professional Development: A Deeper Dive—Supporting School 
Improvement and Accountability

This professional development activity first came to my mind when exploring book topics with my friends and col-
leagues Todd Whitaker and Donovan Garletts. While we did not move forward with publication or development of the 
ideas, I want to offer them my thanks for helping me wrap my head around looking at solutions to school data challenges, 
from start to finish, or, in this case, from A to Z (T. Whitaker and D. Garletts, personal communication, March 12, 2019).

Instructions: As an assistant principal, you can improve your school by keeping in mind school data from A to Z—or, 
rather, keeping twenty-six things in mind. As you read through the list, jot down some notes in the right-hand column of 
how you might integrate each into your own school or repertoire.

Letters 
From A 

to Z
Things to Keep in Mind Implications or Ideas for 

My Own School

A Attitude

An aversion to data exists in our profession. This has 
to do with attitude—borne of the way educators have 
fielded local, state, and national criticism of test scores, 
rather than true learning. Instead of reacting with an 
attitude against others who de-professionalize our 
work, we might better reset our attitude through the 
things we do that are working, such as teaching for 
deeper learning.

B Belief System

Underneath the techniques and strategies of educators 
and students using data that promote success lies a 
powerful belief system that influences much that we 
do. Embedded in these beliefs is our self-appraisal of 
our capacity to use data to improve performance. To 
believe in ourselves requires that we experience success 
through wins, large and small, as well as rebound from 
intermittent defeats. It involves vulnerability in sharing 
with others when we are worried so that the team can 
uplift the individual. We must have the strength to be 
honest in our beliefs.

C Child-Centeredness

The eyes of a child hold the wonder that is key to our 
future, where mountains are moved, challenges are 
conquered, and the world becomes a better place. Let 
us ask ourselves, “Is school keeping wonder alive with 
all this focus on data? Is childhood at the center of the 
equation?” Let us not replace recess with remediation 
or sacrifice childhood for cut scores.
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D Decision Making

An ethical and responsible use of data-informed 
decision making is when we change what we expect 
the adults to do in schools before we ask students to 
change anything about the way they are engaging with 
school. In short, we do not want to take the childhood 
out of school through cessation of elective or recess or 
play time as a knee-jerk reaction to short-term student 
academic progress. Once we use decision making to 
reflect upon the efforts of adults, we can appropriately 
ask students to put forth extra effort and sacrifice their 
social time.

E Expectations

Educators concerned with national pressures of data 
and accountability have made arguments for the use of 
growth assessments for students who are below grade 
level, in terms of evaluating the work of educators. They 
argue that selfless educators who accept our most 
underperforming students need to be judged on the 
quality of education that takes place on their watch, 
not that which came prior. While this might be true, 
we must not let the soft bigotry of low expectations 
influence us. Students need to leave school at a 
certain level of achievement in order to move forward 
successfully. Growth alone will not do it.

F Forgiveness

In our efforts to use data to improve our schools, we 
find some colleagues who push back on what we do. 
Our most successful educators forgive them in advance 
and find value in their perspectives, as those opposing 
current efforts may have a good point or two. 

Every time data show something to us, it has the 
possibility of painting someone or something in a 
positive or negative light. It can be scary for some who 
still have good ideas, and thus they deserve a kind ear.
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G Grading Practices

Grades as a focal point in data have been a fact of 
life in schools and are sometimes, and sometimes 
not, used well in determining student aptitude and 
achievement. We can glean new ideas from different 
assessment practices in schools to promote student 
learning. Students who receive As in a school with 
subpar teaching are at a disadvantage when they work 
alongside students who receive lower grades in more 
rigorous and relevant schools. Ask yourself, if your 
teachers were to unveil the details of how their grades 
were calculated at a breakout session of a teaching 
excellence conference, would you be proud to say you 
work with them?

H Health

Schools spend so much time looking at, worrying 
about, and defining their letter grades as preeminent 
forms of data; it is often at the expense of the well-
being of staff and students. Might we evaluate a 
school’s organizational health instead through a lens 
that assesses the health of those contributing to the 
mission in the first place—the staff? The sum of the 
individual health in the building defines organizational 
health, and this total impacts student performance.

I Intuition

When our teachers have gut feelings about the needs 
of students, they are still relevant. Intuition is data, in 
terms of what educators can conceive and, at times, 
potentially measure. Teacher feeling, teacher reflection, 
and teacher guesstimation (educated, of course) have 
value, in terms of next steps, when options for students 
are uncertain and answers to data escape us. Let us re-
engage what makes us human in this technical equation 
of performance-based decision making. Try things if 
you have a feeling they’ll work.
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J Joy

Walking into schools and discerning whether there 
is a love of learning amidst the data in teaching and 
learning is obvious within minutes of any visit. Joy 
has an impact on student performance, not so much 
through a feel-good approach but rather through 
a brain-research approach. It has more to do with 
neurochemical responses to incoming stimuli and what 
happens next. When the eyes of students are smiling, 
learning is alive, and nothing is impossible.

K Karma

In an era where bureaucratic pressures have led to top-
down, data-based decision making, heroes are those 
who use data to inform what they do in spite of the 
pressure for data to drive what they do. Karma is alive 
in our profession—what goes around comes around. 
Good fortune created through forward-looking, data-
informed decision making, coupled with a willingness 
to help each other and pay it forward, can position a 
school to progress with no regrets in terms of adult 
contributions and student performance.

L Leadership

In our best schools, leadership with data is present at 
all levels, and in all different folks, whether principals, 
teachers, staff, students, parents, or volunteers. 
Leadership is the ability for those with vision to 
encourage and inspire those around them to travel from 
where they are to a better place. Our best leaders who 
use data to make decisions look over their shoulders 
every once in a while to see if anyone is following.
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M Main Things

Whatever your main thing (reason to be an educator) 
is, do you keep it in mind when using school data? 
Further, do you reach more deeply into yourself and 
draw from your own main thing when unpacking your 
data? Be true to yourself. You cannot allow data to 
move you away from why you went into this profession 
in the first place. Data should allow us to move closer to 
our core, rather than farther away. Knowing your main 
thing allows you to keep your eyes on what is important 
within the data—what should be prioritized because of 
them. Doing so can actually carve out the necessary 
time to take control and foster more fun while learning  
because you are being true to yourself.

N Number Sense

Numbers in our data have roles, sometimes known to 
us, sometimes undercover. They have secret identities: 
they can paint pictures, speak languages both familiar 
and foreign, suggest the obvious or outlandish, and 
influence us to do things that are logical or, sometimes 
for those driven by them, counterintuitive. Number 
sense has to do with how we define data, how we 
reimagine them, and how we then use them. They 
are superpowers if we use them and can also be our 
Kryptonite. They can have addictive tendencies and 
provide a false sense of importance for some who 
purport they alone can crack the code. Numbers can 
be beautiful, ugly, and both. Numbers can be estimated 
but should not be underestimated.

O Ownership

Someone in the school must provide for the care and 
feeding of data and steward the process to pull the 
data, decipher the data, discuss the data, and use the 
data. This takes two main skills: (1) data literacy and 
(2) communication. And not all educators possess 
both naturally. Data ownership requires an air traffic 
controller, or owner, without metaphor. When data 
ownership is just and authentic, everyone in the school 
will be able to articulate the why, as well as why they 
are grateful to have this service performed.
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P Personality

If you are to help teachers build capacity in academic 
performance through data, you must factor in 
personality in order to be successful. What this means 
is that if you are to connect with your front-end users 
of data, you must speak their language, the language of 
personality (some say, “in channel,” much like the age-
old CB radio). This includes adaptive communication—
that is, how you say what you say. Often, the people 
sharing data with teachers and staff are simply not 
connecting in terms of personality. They are out of 
touch and off-channel. You must ensure this is not the 
case, or teachers will tune them out.

Q Qualifications

From the onset of employment, teachers and staff 
need clear descriptions of the qualifications they must 
bring to the job in order to use data in teaching and 
learning. They need also to have the qualifications to 
help teachers and staff decide what to do next once 
the results are in. This is more than student groupings 
and pacing guides; it includes sharing ideas that best 
allow our educators to explore what is possible in their 
instruction and intervention after being informed. It 
involves the qualification of being a diagnostician of 
learning and of student brain development. More so, 
if those conducting trainings cannot connect with 
students themselves, then they are not the ones who 
should be conducting the trainings.

R Regimen

If your school was a training regimen in the use of 
data to inform performance, would it promote muscle 
memory—the kind that allows adults and students to 
come into school each day, be confident that they know 
their data routines, and have some fun along the way?

Further, do your classrooms have systemic routines in 
data management and use those to teach the why of 
data’s utility as students are engaging in them? What 
can a smart and student-centered regimen do for you 
and your data?
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S Stewardship

Our best educators are stewards—they provide for the 
care and feeding for all in our learning communities. 
This is especially true in terms of helping with 
performance management through data. Data stewards 
have the abilities to equip and inspire students and 
colleagues to use data results to influence and carry out 
their mission, toward that of a vision for their success, 
which is in and of itself a performance expectation. 
Data stewards pay attention to the needs of people 
first, and they prioritize the realities of the moment. 
It’s all about context, and feeling, and those fuzzy 
things that make our business a people profession. 
Stewardship is also about taking responsibility for 
student learning, stating, “If students are not learning, it 
is our fault,” and convincing colleagues of this too.

T Taking Time

We only have so much time in a day. We must ensure 
that when we use data in the precious time we 
have, it is used in a much more important context 
of connection. I have seen teachers who, before the 
pressures of accountability, spent their time in small 
talk with students during lunches in their classrooms 
or during recess, and are now spending time instead 
with focused tutorials and remediation workshops. We 
know that students want to know that we care more 
than they want to know what we know. This calls to 
mind the expression, “Enjoy the little things, for one 
day you’ll look back and realize they were the big 
things.” Students in this harried world of being tugged 
hither and yon, being shuttled from one prescribed 
task to the next, need a bit of our time, unmeasured.

U Unlearning

It can be troubling to hear reports of students 
who want to be teachers discouraged by those 
from whom they seek advice, including their own 
teachers and parents. Too much focus on data and 
accountability, some say. The reality is that there is 
plenty to celebrate and plenty that teachers and school 
leaders can do creatively for students. We still own 
the how of teaching, and this is where the power lies. 
Thus, we have to resist the temptation to buy in to 
disillusionment. We must unlearn the noise so we can 
inspire ourselves anew, promote achievement, and 
move on.
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V Validation

Our best schools use examples from data to answer 
the question, Why? They are hungry for data and 
keep notepads when watching the news, listening to 
the radio, or scanning the internet. Students value the 
learning that takes place when adults can validate why 
it is important. Data help! Our best teachers employ a 
needs-centered approach to instruction. Through this, 
they validate the good in all students. Misbehavior is 
a teachable moment. Students’ needs are data; they 
can be measured, weighed, and valued before they are 
asked to complete academic tasks or reach goals that 
data provide. Our best educators know students are in 
a better place when they feel validated. With proper 
effort and emphasis, teachers are validated as well.

W Walking the Walk

What educators do with data, and how they do it, is 
watched, embraced, and adopted by students and even 
their families. Bystanders notice us. Our behavior is a 
byproduct. Foster in your team an understanding of the 
power involved in what you do with data day to day, so 
that when the next standardized testing window visits, 
all are mindful that what you project is not a byproduct 
of disdain for a test but rather a love of opportunity. 
Our beliefs, values, and assumptions rise to the surface, 
positively or not so much, as we strive to best employ 
data-informed instruction.

X X-Factor

Some call it an X-factor of performance in discerning 
what our data say. Others replace a teacher’s last 
name for the X, because many of us still believe that 
programs, products, and proscriptions will not improve 
student performance and learning . . . but people 
certainly can. People are the ones who turn data into 
opportunities. Your X-factor is where miracles are made. 
As you leverage the power of data toward enhanced 
school performance and student achievement, ensure 
your path to performance is through the good people 
who are showing the way. Ensure that X marks the 
spot; the people should make the data rather than the 
data making the people.
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Y You

In terms of a data-informed school culture, where is 
your focus? In a profession that touts altruism and adult 
sacrifice, I would hope it is first on you. When on an 
airplane, readying for takeoff, how often do you hear 
that you should put the oxygen mask on someone else 
first? The answer is never. Safety and best practice 
ensure that in order to help another, you have to have 
a clear head, with oxygen flowing and your own needs 
met first. The same holds true in schools, yet it runs 
counter to conventional belief and the way many 
of us have been trained. We have heard repeatedly 
throughout the years, “Students first,” and some of us 
act this way to a fault, at the expense of our own health 
and well-being. The adults in your school should come 
first, and that starts with you, so that you all can ensure 
the students come most.

Z Zone

We’ve heard of being in the zone as we perform, 
collaborate, or compete. The same holds true in 
schools. Once you learn how best to drive school data 
and how you can leverage data in school performance 
and decision making, don’t rest on your laurels. Keep it 
up! And that will require you to be in the zone. Whether 
it is the zone of peak performance, the zone of 
proximal development, or the end zone of performance 
touchdowns, the zone is integral to any discussion of 
getting to the top of your game and staying there. It 
involves a look at yourself, others, and then the system 
so that changes start from the inside of you and then 
become powerful in others as well.
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	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolA Attitude An aversion to data exists in our profession This has to do with attitudeborne of the way educators have fielded local state and national criticism of test scores rather than true learning Instead of reacting with an attitude against others who deprofessionalize our work we might better reset our attitude through the things we do that are working such as teaching for deeper learning: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolB Belief System Underneath the techniques and strategies of educators and students using data that promote success lies a powerful belief system that influences much that we do Embedded in these beliefs is our selfappraisal of our capacity to use data to improve performance To believe in ourselves requires that we experience success through wins large and small as well as rebound from intermittent defeats It involves vulnerability in sharing with others when we are worried so that the team can uplift the individual We must have the strength to be honest in our beliefs: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolC ChildCenteredness The eyes of a child hold the wonder that is key to our future where mountains are moved challenges are conquered and the world becomes a better place Let us ask ourselves Is school keeping wonder alive with all this focus on data Is childhood at the center of the equation Let us not replace recess with remediation or sacrifice childhood for cut scores: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolD Decision Making An ethical and responsible use of datainformed decision making is when we change what we expect the adults to do in schools before we ask students to change anything about the way they are engaging with school In short we do not want to take the childhood out of school through cessation of elective or recess or play time as a kneejerk reaction to shortterm student academic progress Once we use decision making to reflect upon the efforts of adults we can appropriately ask students to put forth extra effort and sacrifice their social time: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolE Expectations Educators concerned with national pressures of data and accountability have made arguments for the use of growth assessments for students who are below grade level in terms of evaluating the work of educators They argue that selfless educators who accept our most underperforming students need to be judged on the quality of education that takes place on their watch not that which came prior While this might be true we must not let the soft bigotry of low expectations influence us Students need to leave school at a certain level of achievement in order to move forward successfully Growth alone will not do it: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolF Forgiveness In our efforts to use data to improve our schools we find some colleagues who push back on what we do Our most successful educators forgive them in advance and find value in their perspectives as those opposing current efforts may have a good point or two Every time data show something to us it has the possibility of painting someone or something in a positive or negative light It can be scary for some who still have good ideas and thus they deserve a kind ear: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolG Grading Practices Grades as a focal point in data have been a fact of life in schools and are sometimes and sometimes not used well in determining student aptitude and achievement We can glean new ideas from different assessment practices in schools to promote student learning Students who receive As in a school with subpar teaching are at a disadvantage when they work alongside students who receive lower grades in more rigorous and relevant schools Ask yourself if your teachers were to unveil the details of how their grades were calculated at a breakout session of a teaching excellence conference would you be proud to say you work with them: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolH Health Schools spend so much time looking at worrying about and defining their letter grades as preeminent forms of data it is often at the expense of the well being of staff and students Might we evaluate a schools organizational health instead through a lens that assesses the health of those contributing to the mission in the first placethe staff The sum of the individual health in the building defines organizational health and this total impacts student performance: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolI Intuition When our teachers have gut feelings about the needs of students they are still relevant Intuition is data in terms of what educators can conceive and at times potentially measure Teacher feeling teacher reflection and teacher guesstimation educated of course have value in terms of next steps when options for students are uncertain and answers to data escape us Let us re engage what makes us human in this technical equation of performancebased decision making Try things if you have a feeling theyll work: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolJ Joy Walking into schools and discerning whether there is a love of learning amidst the data in teaching and learning is obvious within minutes of any visit Joy has an impact on student performance not so much through a feelgood approach but rather through a brainresearch approach It has more to do with neurochemical responses to incoming stimuli and what happens next When the eyes of students are smiling learning is alive and nothing is impossible: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolK Karma In an era where bureaucratic pressures have led to top down databased decision making heroes are those who use data to inform what they do in spite of the pressure for data to drive what they do Karma is alive in our professionwhat goes around comes around Good fortune created through forwardlooking data informed decision making coupled with a willingness to help each other and pay it forward can position a school to progress with no regrets in terms of adult contributions and student performance: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolL Leadership In our best schools leadership with data is present at all levels and in all different folks whether principals teachers staff students parents or volunteers Leadership is the ability for those with vision to encourage and inspire those around them to travel from where they are to a better place Our best leaders who use data to make decisions look over their shoulders every once in a while to see if anyone is following: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolM Main Things Whatever your main thing reason to be an educator is do you keep it in mind when using school data Further do you reach more deeply into yourself and draw from your own main thing when unpacking your data Be true to yourself You cannot allow data to move you away from why you went into this profession in the first place Data should allow us to move closer to our core rather than farther away Knowing your main thing allows you to keep your eyes on what is important within the datawhat should be prioritized because of them Doing so can actually carve out the necessary time to take control and foster more fun while learning because you are being true to yourself: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolN Number Sense Numbers in our data have roles sometimes known to us sometimes undercover They have secret identities they can paint pictures speak languages both familiar and foreign suggest the obvious or outlandish and influence us to do things that are logical or sometimes for those driven by them counterintuitive Number sense has to do with how we define data how we reimagine them and how we then use them They are superpowers if we use them and can also be our Kryptonite They can have addictive tendencies and provide a false sense of importance for some who purport they alone can crack the code Numbers can be beautiful ugly and both Numbers can be estimated but should not be underestimated: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolO Ownership Someone in the school must provide for the care and feeding of data and steward the process to pull the data decipher the data discuss the data and use the data This takes two main skills 1 data literacy and 2 communication And not all educators possess both naturally Data ownership requires an air traffic controller or owner without metaphor When data ownership is just and authentic everyone in the school will be able to articulate the why as well as why they are grateful to have this service performed: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolP Personality If you are to help teachers build capacity in academic performance through data you must factor in personality in order to be successful What this means is that if you are to connect with your frontend users of data you must speak their language the language of personality some say in channel much like the age old CB radio This includes adaptive communication that is how you say what you say Often the people sharing data with teachers and staff are simply not connecting in terms of personality They are out of touch and offchannel You must ensure this is not the case or teachers will tune them out: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolQ Qualifications From the onset of employment teachers and staff need clear descriptions of the qualifications they must bring to the job in order to use data in teaching and learning They need also to have the qualifications to help teachers and staff decide what to do next once the results are in This is more than student groupings and pacing guides it includes sharing ideas that best allow our educators to explore what is possible in their instruction and intervention after being informed It involves the qualification of being a diagnostician of learning and of student brain development More so if those conducting trainings cannot connect with students themselves then they are not the ones who should be conducting the trainings: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolR Regimen If your school was a training regimen in the use of data to inform performance would it promote muscle memorythe kind that allows adults and students to come into school each day be confident that they know their data routines and have some fun along the way Further do your classrooms have systemic routines in data management and use those to teach the why of datas utility as students are engaging in them What can a smart and studentcentered regimen do for you and your data: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolS Stewardship Our best educators are stewardsthey provide for the care and feeding for all in our learning communities This is especially true in terms of helping with performance management through data Data stewards have the abilities to equip and inspire students and colleagues to use data results to influence and carry out their mission toward that of a vision for their success which is in and of itself a performance expectation Data stewards pay attention to the needs of people first and they prioritize the realities of the moment Its all about context and feeling and those fuzzy things that make our business a people profession Stewardship is also about taking responsibility for student learning stating If students are not learning it is our fault and convincing colleagues of this too: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolT Taking Time We only have so much time in a day We must ensure that when we use data in the precious time we have it is used in a much more important context of connection I have seen teachers who before the pressures of accountability spent their time in small talk with students during lunches in their classrooms or during recess and are now spending time instead with focused tutorials and remediation workshops We know that students want to know that we care more than they want to know what we know This calls to mind the expression Enjoy the little things for one day youll look back and realize they were the big things Students in this harried world of being tugged hither and yon being shuttled from one prescribed task to the next need a bit of our time unmeasured: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolU Unlearning It can be troubling to hear reports of students who want to be teachers discouraged by those from whom they seek advice including their own teachers and parents Too much focus on data and accountability some say The reality is that there is plenty to celebrate and plenty that teachers and school leaders can do creatively for students We still own the how of teaching and this is where the power lies Thus we have to resist the temptation to buy in to disillusionment We must unlearn the noise so we can inspire ourselves anew promote achievement and move on: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolV Validation Our best schools use examples from data to answer the question Why They are hungry for data and keep notepads when watching the news listening to the radio or scanning the internet Students value the learning that takes place when adults can validate why it is important Data help Our best teachers employ a needscentered approach to instruction Through this they validate the good in all students Misbehavior is a teachable moment Students needs are data they can be measured weighed and valued before they are asked to complete academic tasks or reach goals that data provide Our best educators know students are in a better place when they feel validated With proper effort and emphasis teachers are validated as well: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolW Walking the Walk What educators do with data and how they do it is watched embraced and adopted by students and even their families Bystanders notice us Our behavior is a byproduct Foster in your team an understanding of the power involved in what you do with data day to day so that when the next standardized testing window visits all are mindful that what you project is not a byproduct of disdain for a test but rather a love of opportunity Our beliefs values and assumptions rise to the surface positively or not so much as we strive to best employ datainformed instruction: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolX XFactor Some call it an Xfactor of performance in discerning what our data say Others replace a teachers last name for the X because many of us still believe that programs products and proscriptions will not improve student performance and learning    but people certainly can People are the ones who turn data into opportunities Your Xfactor is where miracles are made As you leverage the power of data toward enhanced school performance and student achievement ensure your path to performance is through the good people who are showing the way Ensure that X marks the spot the people should make the data rather than the data making the people: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolY You In terms of a datainformed school culture where is your focus In a profession that touts altruism and adult sacrifice I would hope it is first on you When on an airplane readying for takeoff how often do you hear that you should put the oxygen mask on someone else first The answer is never Safety and best practice ensure that in order to help another you have to have a clear head with oxygen flowing and your own needs met first The same holds true in schools yet it runs counter to conventional belief and the way many of us have been trained We have heard repeatedly throughout the years Students first and some of us act this way to a fault at the expense of our own health and wellbeing The adults in your school should come first and that starts with you so that you all can ensure the students come most: 
	Implications or Ideas for My Own SchoolZ Zone Weve heard of being in the zone as we perform collaborate or compete The same holds true in schools Once you learn how best to drive school data and how you can leverage data in school performance and decision making dont rest on your laurels Keep it up And that will require you to be in the zone Whether it is the zone of peak performance the zone of proximal development or the end zone of performance touchdowns the zone is integral to any discussion of getting to the top of your game and staying there It involves a look at yourself others and then the system so that changes start from the inside of you and then become powerful in others as well: 


